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Credit disaster 
In the wake of natural disasters, consumers face confusing and inconsistent credit 
reporting, putting full recovery out of reach 
 
By Orla McCaffrey 
 
When Hurricane Irma barrelled through Florida in the summer of 2017, the last thing 
on Sharon Rouimy’s mind was the monthly payment for his BMW. The Naples resident 
went a week without electricity, including internet and phone access.  
  
Three months later, he got a notification that his auto lender, BMW Financial Services, 
had reported multiple missed payments. His credit score fell below 700 for the first 
time.  
  
Rouimy is one of a growing number of American consumers affected by the inconsistent, 
largely unilateral and confusing way lenders report the accounts of natural disaster 
victims. Lenders, from banks to mortgage companies, aren’t required to include disaster 
details when reporting whether a consumer is up to date on payments, exposing 
consumers to serious financial consequences including reduced credit scores. 
  
Instead, the burden to protect their credit scores falls to consumers, who are often 
struggling to access basic necessities.  
​ 
“Being the victim of a natural disaster and having your credit score impacted can start a 
vicious cycle of trouble accessing credit or affordable credit,” said Chi Chi Wu, a staff 
attorney at the National Consumer Law Center. 
​ 
Natural disasters are particularly dangerous for the credit records of homeowners, who 
can be reported late to credit bureaus during forbearance –– a period of deferred 
payments. The issue is complicated by varying relief policies among lenders, who often 
don’t flag accounts as belonging to natural disaster victims. The subsequent credit hits 
reduce credit access and put a near-permanent stain on the records of those trying to 




Many mortgage lenders offer forbearance plans according to federal guidance, allowing 
consumers to go three or six months without making payments. But the terms of 
forbearance agreements, including how the payments will be made up, are often 
unclear. And assurances that credit reporting will be suspended in the interim are 
sometimes hollow. Hundreds of homeowners have reported drops in their credit scores 
as a result of post-disaster forbearance plans. 
 
Hurricane Harvey displaced tens of thousands of people and damaged nearly 50,000 
homes when it ravaged Houston and its suburbs in 2017. Some affected homeowners 
opted to forgo mortgage payments to make necessary repairs. 
​ 
One of them was Michelle Victoria, a mother of three from the Houston suburbs who 
said she spent countless hours on the phone with her mortgage lender, U.S. Bank. 
​ 
Victoria felt like she could breathe a little more easily when U.S. Bank granted her a 
three-month forbearance after her home was flooded in the storm. And best of all, she 
was promised the agreement wouldn’t weigh on her credit score. 
​ 
But halfway through, U.S. Bank told her the total of missed payments would be due as 
soon as the period was over. 
​ 
“Otherwise, they were going to charge me late payment fees and make a report to my 
credit,” Victoria said. “It wasn’t helpful at all.” 
​ 
Plans that require lump sum payments often fail to remove any financial stress from 
consumers, experts say. Alternative payment plans such as loan modifications, where 
the amount due is divided over future payments, would be more effective. 
​ 
Lynn Drysdale, a consumer attorney at Jacksonville Legal Aid in Jacksonville, Fla., 
regularly counsels disaster victims who’ve been granted multi-month forbearances by 
mortgage and other lending companies. 
​ 
“What they’re not told is that immediately after, the entire amount that they didn’t pay 
is due,” Drysdale said. “It’s an illusory concept that [lenders] give disaster relief at all.” 
​ 
When consumers can’t pay the full amount, they’re reported late for the length of the 
forbearance. Longer delinquencies take bigger tolls on credit scores. 
​ 
In Houston, Victoria’s house was nearly foreclosed upon when she couldn’t make the 
large payment. Her husband, who took out the mortgage, saw his credit score drop more 
than 60 points in a few weeks. 
​ 





When a hurricane or wildfire strikes, lenders can add a specific disaster code to the bevy 
of information they turn over to the three major credit bureaus ––– Equifax, Experian 
and TransUnion ––– each month. The codes are designed to shield consumers from 
negative credit reporting by not counting missing or late payments against them. But 
few lenders apply the codes, leading to higher rates of delinquencies among affected 
consumers. 
​ 
“It is up to those lenders and creditors to decide when to report consumers using those 
codes and for how long,” the Consumer Data Industry Association, the trade group for 
credit bureaus, said in a statement. The group provides technical guidance for the credit 
agencies. 
 
Two months after Hurricane Harvey, less than 40% of Houston-area residents’ 
tradelines were flagged as being potentially affected by disaster, the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau ​found in 2018​. 
​ 
But a disaster code alone doesn’t shield consumer's credit scores. Lenders must also 
include a deferment code on the account, rather than report it as delinquent. Currently, 
some accounts are reported delinquent to the three bureaus even when consumers have 
been identified as disaster victims. 
  
Major lenders announced expanded disaster relief policies following the trio of 
hurricanes late in the summer of 2017. But the assistance was far from guaranteed, and 
varied among lenders and consumers. 
  
“We make decisions about customer relief for each unique disaster because the 
circumstances and impact may be different,” said Tom Kelly, a spokesman for 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
 
Most lenders who provide relief wait until the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
declares the affected region eligible for individual assistance, including temporary 
housing and home repair funding. 
  
Capital One Financial Corp. waives certain bank account and credit card fees for 
customers touched by disasters –– if those customers contact the bank prior to a missed 
payment. It also approves credit suppression on a case-by-case basis, said spokeswoman 
Sarah Craighill.  
  
The qualifications for credit suppression aren’t public, and some customers have claim 
Capital One has reported their payments as late after being assured their credit score 
was safe. 
  
“Capital One reported delinquent payment during this period which I was instructed no 
payment was due,” one Florida consumer hit by Hurricane Irma wrote in a complaint. 
"My residence was listed as a natural disaster area, by the governor of Florida. I 
reported my situation timely, and was advised on what I should do, now I am suffering 
the effects of derogatory credit reporting.” 
  
The gap between Capital One’s stated policy and its customer experiences is common 
among other lenders. Few disaster policies guarantee credit suppression, and the aid is 
particularly hard to find among smaller lenders whose policies are less defined, said Wu, 
the staff attorney.  
  
And lenders with multiple business lines can apply different levels of relief, meaning 
credit reporting will differ for the same consumer. A homeowner whose house is 
damaged in a hurricane may receive forbearance on her mortgage payments but be 






A longer road to recovery 
 
Post-disaster credit hits can limit the choices of residents trying to rent a new place or 
find a job. And those with lower credit scores are more seriously affected by credit 
drops, reinforcing existing inequality, ​the Urban Institute found​. 
​ 
“I am trying to get approved for a new purchase, but I am being denied due to the 
reporting,” one consumer affected by Hurricane Harvey wrote almost a year after the 
storm. 
 
Credit scores are critical because they’re used to determine who qualifies for financing 
on everything from homes to motorcycles. When a lender reports to a credit bureau that 
a consumer is behind on payments, the individual’s credit score takes a hit. Lower scores 
translates to reduced access to and more expensive credit. 
​ 
The effects of a credit hit can haunt consumers for years, said Linda Fisher, a professor 
of law at Seton Hall University who studies on consumer fraud. 
  
“It’s just like this juggernaut that you can’t stop because one thing leads to another,” 
Fisher said. "Say your credit score declines because of inaccurate reporting so you have 




Consumer advocates penned a letter to the heads of the credit bureaus earlier this year, 
suggesting a series of changes to lessen disasters’ effect on credit scores. But industry 
leaders have steered clear of the proposals, saying the best way for consumers to access 
relief is contacting their lender and explaining the situation. 
​ 
“We also encourage people to check their credit reports to see if any missed payments 
have been reported by their lender, even if they should have received forbearance of one 
kind or another,” a response letter from the agencies said. 
​ 
But giving that responsibility to consumers is illogical, said Carlos Martín, a senior 
fellow at the Urban Institute who has studied the effect of major storms on consumers’ 
financial well-being.  
  
“Any system that requires self-reporting from people who just went through a disaster is 
going to produce flawed data,” Martín said. “If the burden is on the household, you’re 
asking them to do something that goes beyond their capacity.” 
​ 
The proposals, including leaving disaster codes on all accounts for at least six months 
post-disaster, are bare-minimum actions the industry can take to aid consumers, said 
Wu, the staff attorney. 
​ 
“It is a paltry form of relief to simply place the natural disaster code on a tradeline 
without also refraining from reporting negative derogatory information that will harm a 
consumer’s credit history and score,” more than 40 advocacy groups wrote in the letter. 
 
The ​Comprehensive Credit Reporting Reform Act​, passed by the House in 2017, would 
mitigate some of the effects of haphazard disaster reporting by lenders. Consumers 
would be able to more easily change incorrect and outdated information on their credit 
reports. The leading law on credit reporting, the Fair Credit Reporting Act (1970), 
requires the timely removal of inaccurate information, but this is rarely achieved. 
  
The new bill has yet to be taken up by the Senate. 
  
States impacted by natural disasters show higher rates of credit-reporting complaints, 
according to an analysis of complaints filed between 2017 and 2019. Florida, hit by two 
natural disasters in the past two years, saw the most complaints. 
​ 
More than one in five consumers has an error on his credit report, according to a ​2012 
FTC study​. And for one in 20, the error is serious enough to cause credit denials or 
higher interest rates. Once negative information appears on credit reports, it’s nearly 
impossible to have it removed. 
  
That was the case for Rouimy, whose credit reports included missed payments on his 
BMW account almost a year after he contacted credit bureaus to dispute the records. 
The lender, BMW Financial Services, never marked Rouimy’s account as affected by a 
disaster. His credit score hasn’t fully recovered. 
